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We observe an enhanced magnetic entropy change (�DSM) at cryogenic temperatures (T< 20 K)

in Eu8Ga16Ge30 clathrate (type-I) nanocrystals prepared by a ball milling method. With reduction

in the crystal size to 15 nm, �DSM is enhanced at low temperatures, reaching the highest value

(�10 J/kg K) at 5 K for a field change of 5 T. For all samples investigated, there is a cross-over tem-

perature (�25 K) in �DSM (T) above which �DSM decreases with crystal size, opposite to that

observed at low temperatures. A careful analysis of the magnetic and magnetocaloric data reveals

that as the crystal size decreases the magnetic interaction between Eu2þ ions on the Eu2 site gov-

erning the primary ferromagnetic transition at �35 K becomes gradually weaker, in effect, altering

the interaction between Eu2þ ions occupying the Eu1 and Eu2 sites responsible for the secondary

ferromagnetic transition at 15 K. As a result, we have observed a strong change in magnetization

and the enhancement of �DSM at low temperature. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4906280]

INTRODUCTION

The magnetocaloric effect (MCE) in magnetic materials

is of topical interest for its possible applications in magnetic

refrigeration.1–6 One major emphasis for the research in this

area is to find refrigerant materials exhibiting a large MCE

in different temperature regimes, from room temperature to

cryogenic temperatures. Two distinct temperature ranges of

practical interests are near room temperature and below liq-

uid nitrogen temperature (the so-called cryogenic tempera-

ture range).1 Among the known magnetocaloric materials,

Gd and GdSi2Ge2 are considered to be prospective candi-

dates for refrigeration near room temperature. On the other

hand, several compounds and intermetallic alloys, such as

Ho5Pd2, DyAl2, HoCo2, ErCo2, HoNiSi, HoRu2Si2, and

GdPO4, have been reported to show large MCE at low tem-

perature and are therefore promising for cryogenic magnetic

refrigeration.1–5 It should be noted that these intermetallic

alloys possess a relatively low resistivity, thus causing huge

eddy current losses when used in actual magnetic cooling

devices. Some also exhibit considerable thermal and magnetic

hysteresis losses which are undesirable for active magnetic re-

frigeration.7 Current research is therefore focused on investi-

gating refrigerant materials that not only show large MCE but

also possess high resistivity and negligible hysteresis losses.8,9

Clathrate compounds continue to attract interest in the

research community owing to their desirable thermoelectric

and magnetic properties.10–19 Generally in clathrates, one or

more “guest” atoms of one kind reside inside a “host” frame-

work structure formed by other species. In the case of

Eu8Ga16Ge30, the interstitial sites are fully occupied by

Eu.14–17 There exist two different crystal structures with this

composition, type-I and type-VIII.15 In the unit cell of the

type-I clathrate Eu resides inside two different polyhedra,

two inside pentagonal dodecahedra centered at the 2a crys-

tallographic site (Eu1) and six inside hexagonal tetrakaideca-

hedra centered at the 6d crystallographic site (Eu2). On the

other hand, eight distorted pentagonal dodecahedra contain-

ing 23 vertices surround Eu2þ ions in the case of the type-

VIII clathrate.15,19 The ferromagnetism in these clathrates is

attributed to the indirect Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida

(RKKY) interaction between Eu2þ ions.14–19 In the case of

the type-I Eu8Ga16Ge30, a paramagnetic (PM) to ferromag-

netic (FM) transition is observed at TC � 35 K followed by a

second magnetic transition at TL � 15 K.19 The transitions at

TC and TL are hereafter denoted as the first and second tran-

sitions, respectively. It has been argued that the magnetic

interaction between Eu2þ ions at the Eu2 sites mainly gives

rise to the first transition, whereas the second transition

results from the magnetic interaction between Eu2þ ions

occupying Eu1 and Eu2 sites. The presence of these two suc-

cessive transitions resulted in the enhanced magnetocaloric

response of this material.19 Previous studies focused mainly

on bulk properties of type-I Eu8Ga16Ge30,11–19 however an

investigation into the effect of reducing the crystal size to

nanometer scale on the magnetic and magnetocaloric proper-

ties of this material has not been reported.

In this article, we report a large reversible cryogenic

MCE (below 20 K) in Eu8Ga16Ge30 clathrate (type-I) nano-

crystals prepared by ball milling. While single phase ferro-

magnetic materials show a decrease in �DSM with
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decreasing the crystal size in general, we observe an

enhancement of �DSM with decreasing crystal size at low

temperatures in this material. The sample with the largest av-

erage crystal size (�42 nm) shows a table-like MCE20,21

over a relatively wide temperature range.

SAMPLE PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION

The type-I Eu8Ga16Ge30 nanocrystals were prepared in

two steps. First, high quality polycrystalline Eu8Ga16Ge30

was synthesized following the method discussed previ-

ously.19 Next, the obtained materials were ball milled in an

Argon atmosphere for different lengths of times to obtain

samples with different crystallite sizes. Milling was carried

out at 200 rpm in Argon atmosphere in a Fritsch Pulverisette
Vario 4 using Si3N4 bowls and balls as milling media, with a

ball to powder mass ratio of 10. We denote the three sets of

samples ball milled for 2.5, 5, and 10 h as S1, S2, and S3,

respectively. Ball milling for over 10 h produced only amor-

phous materials. X-ray diffraction (XRD) and energy disper-

sive spectroscopy (EDS) measurements on the prepared

samples confirmed the crystallite type-I clathrate phase with-

out oxygen impurity. For XRD study, Cu-Ka radiation was

used. The XRD patterns of the samples are shown in Fig. 1.

The average crystallite size was determined from the XRD

patterns using the Scherrer’s formula22 and from transmis-

sion electron microscopy (TEM). As shown in Fig. 1, the

peaks in the XRD pattern gradually broaden with increasing

ball milling time, an indication of the reduction in crystallite

size with increasing ball milling time. From the Scherrer’s

formula, the calculated average crystallite sizes for the three

samples S1, S2, and S3 are 42 (66), 34 (68), and 15 (67)

nm, respectively. All results are in good agreement with

those calculated from the TEM micrographs. As an example,

a typical TEM image for S3 is shown in inset of Fig. 1. We

note that an amorphous phase exists in each sample, which is

evidenced by noisy data of XRD pattern. To quantify the

amount of the amorphous phase, the XRD patterns of sam-

ples were fitted by TOPAS 4.2 software using two phases: a

crystalline clathrate phase and an amorphous phase. For

crystalline phase, we take the lattice parameter of bulk

(unmilled) sample (a¼ 10.690 Å; Pm-3n space group). We

have found that the fraction of amorphous phase increases

with the ball milling time. It is about 33%, 58%, and 70%

for S1, S2, and S3, respectively. However, there is hardly

any change in lattice parameter of crystalline phase in the

samples.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A physical property measurement system from Quantum

Design equipped with a vibrating sample magnetometer

(VSM) probe was used for magnetic characterization. The

temperature dependence of the field cooled magnetization,

M (T), measured in a temperature range of 5–70 K in the

presence of a 0.2 T magnetic field is shown in Fig. 2. There

exist clear signatures of the first and second transitions at TC

� 35 K and TL � 15 K in the M (T) curves for all samples.

The transition temperature is assigned as the inflection point

of dM/dT vs. T plots. As a representative example, the dM/

dT vs. T curve for S1 is shown in the inset of Fig. 2. The

observed TC and TL agree well with those of bulk polycrys-

talline Eu8Ga16Ge30 (type-I).19 In order to investigate the

magnetocaloric properties of the ball milled samples, we

have calculated �DSM from the isothermal magnetic field

(H) dependence of magnetization curves following

Maxwell’s relation:1

@S T;Hð Þ
@H

� �
T
¼ @M T;Hð Þ

@T

� �
H
:

The temperature dependence of �DSM for 0.2 T and 5 T

magnetic field changes for the three samples are shown in

Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). As seen in these figures, all samples ex-

hibit large �DSM at low temperatures (below �20 K) while

�DSM gradually increases with decreasing particle size. For

S3, �DSM reaches a value of �10 J/kg K for a field change

of 5 T at the lowest temperature (�5 K). This value of �DSM

is comparable to those of the so-called giant magnetocaloric

materials at low temperatures reported in the literature.1

In general, the presence of disordered grain boundaries

(GB) plays an important role in the magnetic properties of

fine particle systems.23–26 Typically, crystalline defects or

FIG. 1. XRD patterns of the three clathrate samples prepared for this study.

Inset: A typical TEM image of sample S3.

FIG. 2. The temperature dependence of field cooled magnetization taken in

a field of 0.2 T for the Eu8Ga16Ge30 clathrates. The transition temperatures

TC and TL for the samples are indicated by arrows. Inset: the dM/dT vs. T

plot for S1.

033903-2 Biswas et al. J. Appl. Phys. 117, 033903 (2015)
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dislocations exist near GB regions which effectively

decreases the value of �DSM.
26 In this context, our finding

of an enhancement in �DSM at low temperatures with

decreasing crystallite size is unique. In the case of fine par-

ticles, it has been suggested that the ordering of surface spins

can contribute to �DSM.27 The effect of surface spins is

mostly realized at low temperatures and increases as the par-

ticle size of a material decreases. One might therefore attrib-

ute this to the enhancement of �DSM observed at low

temperatures in the present case. However, we have

observed the enhancement of �DSM in an applied magnetic

field as low as 0.2 T, a magnetic field that is often insufficient

to align the magnetic moments of disordering surface

spins.28 Moreover, the alignment of surface spins in high

magnetic fields cannot be solely the cause for the observed

large �DSM (�10 J/kg K) obtained in our sample. The MCE

at low temperatures for these clathrate-nanocrystals, therefore,

must be associated with the intrinsic magnetic transitions of

the system. Apart from this, we observed that the �DSM (T)

for the samples dramatically changes above a certain cross-

over temperature (Tcross � 25 K). In the temperature region

above Tcross, �DSM decreases with decreasing crystallite size.

For all three samples, Tcross remains almost the same irrespec-

tive of the applied magnetic field. The existence of a nearly

constant Tcross, for all samples, indicates that the observed

enhancement in �DSM at low temperature should not be asso-

ciated with ordering of surface spins alone. Otherwise, Tcross

should change from sample to sample as the relative fraction

of surface spins varies depending on their mean crystallite

size. In addition, the temperature at which the effect of surface

spins is pronounced for each sample also depends on the

applied magnetic field. Hence, Tcross should have a strong

magnetic field dependence, in contrast with our observation.

A question may arise regarding the significance of

Tcross. As discussed earlier, the bulk Eu8Ga16Ge30 (type-I)

sample with micron-sized grains possesses two magnetic

transitions at TC and TL.19 Our recent magnetocaloric study

on this system has pointed out the existence of two peaks in

�DSM(T) due to these transitions;19 however, the maximum

value of �DSM (DSmax) at TC is considerably larger than that

at TL. This clearly indicates that the first transition has a

dominant contribution to the MCE in the material in bulk

form.19 Since the M (T) data of the ball milled samples show

two magnetic transitions at TC and TL, similar to that of the

bulk, it is reasonable to infer that the MCE of the particle

systems are also governed by these transitions. To quantify

their influence on �DSM (T), we define a parameter

Rð¼ dDSM

dT
Þ which represents the rate of change in DSM with

T. For all samples investigated herein, R(T) shows two max-

ima at �TC and �TL, as the largest magnetic entropy

changes occur near the transitions (Fig. 4). Depending on the

impact of a transition on DSM, the peak values of the maxima

FIG. 3. The temperature dependence

of the magnetic entropy change for the

samples for magnetic field changes of

(a) 0.2 T and (b) 5 T. The cross-over

temperature (Tcross) is denoted by an

arrow.

FIG. 4. R vs. T plots for (a) S1, (b) S2, and (c) S3. Here, R is calculated

from the DSM (T) data at 5 T.

033903-3 Biswas et al. J. Appl. Phys. 117, 033903 (2015)
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will change. We denote the peak values of R (T) at TC and TL

as R1 and R2, respectively, and define DR as DR¼ (R2 � R1).

For S1, R1 is slightly larger than R2, whereas R2 exceeds R1

for the other two samples. The values of R2 and DR increase

with decreasing crystallite size, while R1 consistently

decreases with decreasing crystallite size. From the behavior

of R (T), two inferences can be made. First, the second tran-

sition (at �TL) has a greater influence on the MCE of the

ball milled samples than the first transition, unlike the case

of the bulk sample. Second, the effect of the second transi-

tion on MCE is strengthened with decreasing crystallite size,

as is reflected in the systematic increase of R2 and DR from

sample S1 to S3. As a consequence, there is an enhancement

of �DSM at low temperature with decreasing crystallite size.

The decrease of R1 with decreasing crystallite size indicates

that the impact of the first transition on MCE gradually

diminishes from larger to smaller crystallite sizes. It should

be noted that the peak in �DSM (T) at �TL for S1 becomes

comparable to that due to the transition at �TC. The presence

of two broad maxima with nearly equal peak values gives

rise to a table-like �DSM (T) observed for this sample.20,21

Thus, from the foregoing discussion, it is clear that the MCE

at low temperatures is intrinsically related to the second tran-

sition. As an increase of �DSM with decreasing crystallite

size is observed below Tcross in both high and low magnetic

fields, we conclude that the onset of the second transition

occurs below Tcross (�TL) for all three samples. The crystal-

lite size dependence of �DSM above and below Tcross is

therefore completely different. With decreasing crystallite

size, the impact of the second transition on the MCE

becomes stronger giving rise to a larger �DSM.

Now let us discuss the possible reasons behind the grad-

ual increase of the impact of the transition at low tempera-

ture on the MCE in these samples. We constructed Arrott

plots (M2 vs. loH/M data) for all the three samples (Figs.

5(a)–5(c)). The positive intercept on the M2 axis from the

extrapolation of high field data implies the presence of spon-

taneous magnetization (Msp) in the system 5(a)–5(c).29 The

temperature at which Msp starts to develop is denoted as Tsp.

From the Arrott plots, it is clear that for S1 Msp develops just

below TC (defined from derivative of M vs. T curve as

shown in Fig. 2), i.e., Tsp � TC, however Tsp gradually shifts

to lower temperature with TC for the other two samples. In

particular, for S3 Msp develops only below 15 K. Generally,

for a ferromagnetic system the Msp develops simultaneously

with the occurrence of a ferromagnetic transition, hence, Tsp

coincides with TC. One might have a question regarding the

occurrence of a ferromagnetic transition at TC (�35 K) for

S3. We have measured M (T) in the zero-field-cooled (ZFC),

field cooled cooling (FCC), and field cooled warming (FCW)

protocols for all the samples. The ZFC and field cooled

curves for S3 (inset in Fig. 5(c)) show a clear bifurcation

below �30 K, similar to samples S1 and S2. Such a bifurca-

tion cannot be possible without stabilization of any magnetic

correlation in the sample.30 Based on these observations, we

conclude that for all three samples the ferromagnetic transi-

tion occurs at TC � 35 K. However, with the reduction in

crystallite size, the ferromagnetic ordering is significantly

suppressed. Since grain boundaries are the origins of non-

crystallinity, crystalline disorders, and/or dislocations, they

can affect the ferromagnetic correlation in the samples.

Moreover, the presence of an amorphous phase in the grain

boundary region might also have an effect. The increase of

the fraction of a non-crystalline phase with ball milling, as

observed from the XRD analysis, is an indication of the

increasing fraction of non-crystalline grain boundaries with

decreasing crystallite size. As a result, the ferromagnetic

ordering due to the transition at TC becomes gradually dis-

rupted with decreasing crystallite size, indicating a gradual

shift to a temperature associated with the development of

MSP with respect to TC. On the other hand, the transition at

low temperature is a secondary ferromagnetic transition

occurring in a pre-existing ferromagnetic state. If that pre-

existing ferromagnetic state is disrupted because of grain

boundary effects, the relative change in M due to the second-

ary transition becomes more prominent. An increase in the

FIG. 5. Arrott plots for S1, S2, and S3 are shown in (a), (b) and (c), respec-

tively. The TC values are determined from derivative of the M (T) curves, as

shown in Fig. 2. The temperature dependence of M measured in the presence

of a field of 0.05 T in the ZFC, FCC, and FCW protocols for S3 is shown in

the inset of (c).
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relative change in M can enhance �DSM, as observed in our

clathrate samples.

The large magnetic entropy changes observed at low

temperature in these fine clathrate particles indicates their

potential for cryogenic magnetic refrigeration. Since the

MCE can also be tuned by varying the particle size, their use

will provide more flexibility in practical applications. In

Eu8Ga16Ge30, the ferromagnetism is attributed to the RKKY

interaction,19 which is nearly isotropic31 and would not drive

any significant anisotropic MCE effect for this material. This

aspect of Eu8Ga16Ge30 is highly desirable for cooling

applications.1

SUMMARY

In summary, type-I Eu8Ga16Ge30 clathrate nanocrystals

have been successfully prepared by ball milling and exhibit a

large and tunable cryogenic MCE below �20 K. In contrast

to bulk Eu8Ga16Ge30, the MCE at low temperatures is pre-

dominantly governed by the magnetic transition at TL, which

in bulk samples, arises due to the indirect RKKY interaction

between Eu2þ ions occupying Eu1 and Eu2 sites in the sys-

tem. Interestingly, �DSM at low temperatures increases with

decreasing crystallite size, with the largest value (10 J/kg K

at 5 K) for a field change of 5 T obtained for the sample with

the smallest average crystal size (�15 nm). There exists a

cross-over temperature Tcross above which an opposite trend

is observed. The sample with the largest average crystallite

size (�37 nm) shows a table-like �DSM (T) desirable for

active magnetic refrigeration.
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